Rachel Coulomb
Lyceum Fellowship experience captured through sketchbooks and snapshots.
DAY ONE:

JET LAG

DAY TWO:

- PACIFIC PLACE
- STOREFRONTS
- HSBC
- LIPPO CENTER
- I.M. PEI TOWER
- HKA HONG KONG OFFICE
- MONTANE MANSION / MONTAIRE BAY
- VICTORIA PARK
- BAMBOO SCRAPEDING
DAY THREE:

· Tai Kwun - Heritage Arts
· Asia Society for Arts
· Repulse Bay
· Lifeguard Stands

22.118

Tai Kwun - Center for Heritage Arts
Tai Kwun - Center for Heritage Arts

Facade Detail
- Xavier, 07.07.2018
- Julien, 22.06.2018
- Ji

- Christoph, 20.07.2018
- Shahram,

- Michael, 10.07.2018
- Scott, 16.07.2018
- Nam, 08.07.2018
- Keith, 24.06.2018

- Roy, 18.07.2018
- Vincent, 25.06.2018

- Alex, 04.07.2018
- Luc, 13.06.2018
- Jacky, 11.06.2018
- Annie, 20.06.2018
- Rachel, 21.07.2018
- Liwei

- Gordon, 20.06.2018
- Carmen, 14.06.2018
- Carven, 13.06.2018
- Issac, 17.06.2018
- Grandpa, 29.06.2018
- Kenneth, 15.06.2018
- Marla, 13.06.2018
- Nan, 14.06.2018
- Max, 06.06.2018
- Felix, 01.06.2018
- Hannah, 20.06.2018
- Ernest, 09.06.2018
DAI FOU:
LANTAU ISLAND
TIAN TIAN BUDDHA
PO LIN MONASTERY
TAI O FISHING VILLAGE
[VILLAGE ON STILTS]
Front of house Buddha

Back of house Buddha
Po Lin Monastery
En route to Lantau Island

Tai O Fishing Village
Lunch in Lantua

Tai O Market - barbecue squid
DAY FIVE:

VICTORIA’S PEAK
KOWLOON
PEAK PAVILION
MEMORIAL TERMINAL DECK SUNSET
DIAMOND HILL CREMATOarium
Streets of Kowloon

Hong Kong Space Museum
Diamond Hill Crematorium
SEOUl
DAY ONE

TRAVEL DAY

SAY HI TO KOREAN FAMILY

RICE DRINK + MARKET

HONGIK UNIVERSITY

Korean BBQ
DAY TWO

KOREAN FURNITURE MUSEUM
SQUID DISH!
SET OFF ALARM IN ART PLAZA
D.D.P.
RIVER WALK
KOREAN FURNITURE MUSEUM

"Eopjeo Sundang" - lowered wall around home to take in views of surroundings

Social status regulates column grid

Large dining table

Tall furniture blocks flow of chi

Column grid + wind = fan dimensions

Nobility

Scale figures as site model

Notes
Clay

Wax
Seoul Market

Inside Sewoon Plaza
Squid

Beef Stomach
Melon Dessert
DAY THREE

AMY REPACIFIC HQ
APMA - RAPHAEL LOZANO-HUMER
LEEUM MUSEUM
- OMA
- NOUVEL
- BOTTA

RIVER FRONT DINNER

[FLOATING STRUCTURE]

Leeum Museum
DAM FOUR

Bukchon Hanok Village
Gyeongbokgung Palace
Songgwang Art Center
Kukje Gallery
Hakgojung Gallery
Gwemul
Mendini Celodori
Gyeongbokgung Palace

Gyeongbokgung Palace
Bulchon Hanok Village
Kukje Gallery
Kim and Rachel Art

Public Art
DAY FIVE

HYUNDAI CARD DESIGN LIBRARY

HYUNDAI CARD MUSIC LIBRARY

SECHEOL!

Night Cap
The 7 Principles
For Selecting Good Design Books

1. INSPIRING
   Good books stimulate and provoke, not just inform.

2. USEFUL
   Select books that answer questions.

3. THOROUGH
   Choose books that are thorough.

4. INFLUENTIAL
   Find books that have influenced the field.

5. WIDE-RANGING
   Cover a wide range of subjects.

6. AERISTIC
   Books themselves should be visually pleasing.

7. TIMELESS
   Do not leave out any timeless classics in design.

By Hyundai Card Design Library

The 4 Principles for Selecting Good Music

1. INSPIRING
   Good music stimulates and provokes.

2. VITALIZING
   Good music vitalizes daily lives.

3. PIVOTAL
   Find music that has influenced the field.

4. TIMELESS
   Do not leave out any timeless classics in music.

By Hyundai Card Music Library
DAY ONE

AVOIDED TYPHOON!

SENKOJI SHRINE
KUMA - ASAKUSA
TOURIST CENTER
KAHAMA MITSUSHI
RICE DISH - LOCAL
NEIGHBORHOOD
SUMAPI RIVER
FIREWORKS
DAY TWO

MEIJI SHRINE
[EMPEROR MEMORIAL DAY]

Yoyogi National Stadium
Conveyor Belt Sushi
Sunthills Pineapple Cake Shop - Kengo Kuma
Shiba Inu Cafe
Mori Art Museum - Japanese Arch Exhibit

7:30:38

Conveyor Belt Sushi
Sunnyhills Pineapple Cake Shop
DALOUZA ARABIC CENTRAL PILLAR

TORINO SCULPTURE MODERN VERSION

"UTSUWASHI" -> EXHILARATING
ASSOCIATED WITH
"KURUSU" -> EXHILARATING

*ISE JINGU SHO DENSHISHIN
* DJT. SHIUMI MUSEUM (MAKE SURE TO SEE IN \(^{1}\) MINIMALISM)

**MORI ART MUSEUM**

JAPANESE IN ARCHITECTURE:
GONZAGA BRYDGE TRANSFORMATIONS

* KUHUMI - UNTREATED GIUD HANDON
SMALL JOINTS, IF ONE MORE/ONE RESIN
TO SEE FULLNESS(INTERIOR) OF JOINT

- "A TILLAGE IS AN EXPRESSION OF POWER ITSELF."

- HOTEL TROY - KINUKAGE KITANO
  - RANKING, POLISHED SLABS
  - FROM EXPLODING CRUST

*IZUJI THESENE

* "ECHO" -> "SOUL OF A TREE"
"ROOFS OF TRANQUILITY"

NAGASHITA HALL

VENTILATION STUDY

TSURUGA CULTURAL HALL

NAGASHITA HANG

MODEL OF BIRCH BARK RIBbons TRANSPARENT MATERIAL AS ROOF SO CAN STILL SEE FORMS OF ABSTRACT CONCEPTIONS

"NURI LUCI" - WALL LUMIN IN ENTRANCE

CARPENTRY PRINCIPLES OF HEINICHI FAMILY

1. WOOD REUSE IN FLOORING (PLANNING)
2. CALCULATION (INTEGRATION + ESTIMATION)
3. HANDWORKED (PROCSSIONAL)
4. PICTURE (DESIGN)
5. CARVING (SCULPTURE)

ARIMATSU BIBLE - CUT TO YEAR CONCRETE

HASE CONSTRUCTION

CORK IN WATER FOR TWO WEEKS

WAGUE BORDERS

"TRADITIONAL VIEW OF SPACE IN JAPAN AS SOMETHING "IN BETWEEN"

KATSURA IMPERIAL VILLA, KYOTO

POWER OF SCALE [SATSU]

[SALTO SEICHI + EUZIKAWA ARCHITECTURE]

GALLERY OF HØYU'S TREASURES, KYOTO (VISIT)

URBAN SPACE - IN CONTEMPORARY JAPAN
Notes

Exit through the Gift Shop
DAY THREE

FISH MARKET

1 HR WAIT FOR DALLMASH!!

BEST MEAT EVER!

HAGAKIN CORPUS TOWER

N.H. HAKAI CENTER - CRAY ELEVATORS...

MAISON HERMES - CLASS BACK

TOKYO INTERNATIONAL FORUM

NISHIZAWA GARDEN HOUSE -

(SUPER DIFE IN PERSON)

EDO MUSEUM

SYOTOY MUSEUM OF ART

2.31.18
Nagakin Capsule Tower

Nagakin Capsule Tower
DAY FOUR

ST. MARY'S CATHEDRAL \ TANHE
DAIKANATAMA T-SITE BOOKSTORE
SHIBUYA-KITAGAWA NEIGHBORHOOD
21 21 DESIGN MUSEUM - ANNO RAMEN!
St. Mary’s Cathedral
21_21 Design Museum

Yugo Nakamura - Audio Architecture
Daytime Drinks

Nighttime Drinks
DAY TRIP

HACHIJOJI
KANAGAWA
YOKOHAMA

DAY FIVE
TAMA ART UNIVERSITY
"YULEE MUSING II"
KANAGAWA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
YOKOHAMA FERRY TERMINAL
YAKISOBA SANDWICH-EN

8.2.18

Tama Art University Library
Sketches

Tama Art University Library
Kanagawa Institute of Technology
DAY SIX
TRAVEL...
RENGEIN SANJUSANGENDO
FUKUIMA-INARI TAISHA

OLD MAN FROM OSUKO
GREETED ME & ASKS TO TAKE
FILM PHOTOS OF ME. HE'S
75 YRS OLD & HAS BEEN
WALKING AROUND TAKING 4
PHOTOS FOR 35 YRS. HE
TAKES 3, SHARES A JAPANESE
SNACK W/ ME & TELLS ME
I'M BEAUTIFUL. GIVES ME
AN ADORABLE HUG +
WONDERER AWAY WITH HIS
CAMERA.

8.3.18

RENGEIN SANJUSANGENDO SKETCH

1000 BUDDHAS!!!
FOXES = GOOD FORTUNE

Fushima-Inari Taisha
Fushima-Inari Taisha

Architect Unknown
DAY SEVEN

SADA - SUSHI LUNCH
[NARAGI SUSHI - SALON]
FOREVER MUSEUM OF
CONTEMPORARY ART
- YAMOI KUSAMA -
KODOSI TEMPLE
KIJOMIZU DEIRA
[REST DAY]

8.4.18

Forever Museum of Contemporary Art
DAY EIGHT

ARASHIYAMA BAMBOO GROVE
OKOCHI SANSHO GARDEN
(FILM STAR - SAMURAI'S PRIVATE RESIDENCE)
TEA HOUSE (OKOCHI SANSHO)
RYOAN-JI TEMPLE
KIKANYUI TEMPLE
-GOLD!-
Arashiyama Bamboo Grove

Arashiyama Bamboo Grove
Landscape Details

Ballooned Bamboo

Curved Bamboo

Woven Bamboo
Ōkōchi Sansō Residence

Ōkōchi Sansō Tea House
Ryōan-ji Temple

Rock-garden walls made of clay boiled in oil.
Patterns made as oil seeps out over time.

Length: 25m
Width: 10m
Kinkaku-ji Temple
DAY TRIP

OSAKA
NARA

DAY NINE

HORINJI TEMPLE
-OLDEST WOODEN STRUCTURE IN WORLD

* COULDN’T GET INTO CHURCH OF LIGHT

8.6.18

Ryozen Kannon Temple
DAY TRIP

DAY TEN
HIMEJI CASTLE

CONGER (ANALO) GEL

- MIGRAINE -

Himeji Castle
Himeji Market

Squid Pop
Himeji Castle

“The White Heron”
NAOSHIMA

TESHIMA, INOSHIMA ISLANDS

8.8.18 - 8.11.18
DAY ELEVEN

-MIGRAINE 2-

IODU NAOSHIMA
DANISH HOUSE

NAOSHIMA PAVILION
DRY CURRY RICE

8.8.18

Naoshima Pavilion
I ♥️ U Naoshima Bath House
DAY TWELVE

ICHU ART MUSEUM
LEE UFAN MUSEUM
BENESSÉ ART MUSEUM
BEACH.
YAYOI KUSAMA PUMPKIN
ANDO MUSEUM
ART HOUSE PROJECTS

8.9.18
Chichu Art Museum

Circulation Details
Lee Ufan Museum

Entry Sequence
Entry Courtyard

Exhibition Details
De Maria Pavilion
Squid Ink Curry

Benesse Art Museum
Haisha Details

Haisha Art House Project
Go'o Shrine Art House Project
Day Thirteen

Teshima Yokoo House
Needle Factory
Cafe Il Vento
Seahail House
Storm House
Teshima Art Center
Les Archives du Cœur
Onsen!
The Needle Factory

Seawall House Details
Teshima Art Center

The Entry
CHRISTIAN BOLTANSKI
LES ARCHIVES DU CŒUR

Les Archives Du Cœur
Rice Ice Cream

Onsen Dinner
DATE: FOURTEEN

INOJIMA SEBANSHO MUSEUM
F-ART HOUSE
S-ART HOUSE
A-ART HOUSE
NAKANOTANI GAZEBOS
C-ART HOUSE
J-ART HOUSE
INOJIMA LIFE GARDEN

8.11.18

Inujima Island
Inujima Serensho Museum
“In an ideal architecture, if one looks at its form, the moving materials of the area or village, such as the wind, water, and sun, will become visible. For example, in the Itsukushima Shrine precinct, the movement of the Seto Inland Sea between low tide and high tide may be sensed. This is the challenge for me as an architect.”

Hiroshi Sambuichi
Brick Detail

Inujima Ruins
Inujima Life Garden

Garden Green House
A Art House

Nakanotani Gazebo
Day Fifteen
21st Century Museum
Of Contemporary Art
R.T. Suzuki Museum

8.12.18

21st Century Museum Parti
"CITY CENTER"

MUSEUM ACTS AS PUBLIC SPACE TO LESSEN FORMALITY.
Leandro Erlich

"The Swimming Pool"
Studio Olafur Eliasson

“Color Activity House”
D.T. Suzuki Museum
Interior Details

Panel graphic reflected on interior

Opening

Plaster

Frame joint

Frame over

Perspective
Day sixteen
Shirakawa-go
Boxes sold out
Rest day
Kanazawa Castle

Objects

Japanese Design Gifts:

- Terada mochi scale figures
- Paper vase
- Filled flower vase
Day Seventeen
Return to Tokyo
- Migraine -
  Best Day
  Souvenir Shopping

8.14.18

Street Portal
Nouveau Playground

The Slide
DAY TRIP: ECHIGO TSUMARI

DAY EIGHTEEN
ECHIGO TSUMARI ART TRIENNIAL
SATOTANA MUSEUM OF ART
MATSUDA NOMBU TAI

* ATTEMPT TO GO TO PURLISCOPE LIGHT CAVE *
ATELIER BOW WOW- BOAT SHED
Triennale Pavilion

Triennale Pavilion
Matsuda Nohbutai Interior
DAY NINETEEN
ARCH- DEPOT
MODEL MUSEUM
- RETURN TO USA -